
CIRCLES ON QUILTS 
TEMPLATE SET

Free Motion

Includes 4 
templates:
2” - 12”, qty. 2

1/2” 1/2”2  - 11 , qty. 2

Designed for use with 
the Westalee Design 
1/2" ruler foot for free 
motion quilting with 
templates on a 
domestic machine.

Part# WT-COQSET4-HS

Watch Instructional Videos on YouTube: 
https://youtu.be/jE8SAWLoWdg?list=PLoT7YJw

www.sewsteady.com  |  800-837-3261

1/2”The Circles sew to 11  to fit a 12” block, 
1/2” 1/2”

7  to fit an 8” block, 5  to fit a 6” block.

Westalee Circles on Quilts, Spinning 
Waves and Wreath templates can be 
combined with each other to create your 
own unique designs.

Inspiration by Pam Varner



Combine Circles on Quilts with Spinning waves to 
create amazing Baptist Fans

www.sewsteady.com  |  800-837-3261

TEMPLATE RULES

Always use a 1/2” Ruler Foot and an 
extension table on your machine when 
using templates.

Make sure that your extension table is flat 
and even with the machine bed. If you 
have any irregularities where the table 
meets the machine bed or holes, use a 
Sew Steady Free Motion Glider.

When using templates make sure that 
your quilt is correctly basted using your 
preferred method.

Remember that every stitch of quilting 
that we sew draws in our quilt, so it is 
always necessary when quilting to make 
slight adjustments as you go so that our 
pattern sews out correctly.

When using templates slow down.

When holding the template on the quilt 
do not push so hard that you restrict the 
movement of the quilt.

Your Circles on Quilts tools are marked 
with the sewn line and guidelines.

Mark the block with a cross-hair, from 
corner to corner.

Place the locating pin in the center 
intersection of the cross-hair lines from 
underneath the quilt.

Template

Quilt Sandwich

Pin

Our Circle templates are easy to use with 
our simple single pin.

Step 1. Find the center of where you want 
to place your design.

Step 2. Insert the pin from under the quilt 
at the center.

Step 3. Place the template over the pin 
and sew.

We have been making rotating 
templates since 2010 with the release of 
Circleworks, followed by our very 
popular Spin-e-fex range in 2012.

Using a single pin there is only 1 point of 
rotation, there is less chance of 
movement, causing distortion of your 
quilting.

With Circles on Quilts you can sew 
concentric circles from 1” to 12”, and at 
1/4th increments.
 
You can use Circles on Quilts to sew 
Baptist Fans as never before.

With our simple single pin rotation for 
your template. the Circles on Quilts 
range is super easy to position on your 
quilt.

Place the template over the pin.

You are now ready to stitch!


